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The Chairman Speaks!
Bob Nezelek W2CNS

Groupers: I hope that all of you had a happy and safe
holiday. Santa Claus was good to me but I had to battle a
flu and other complications that shut all radio and social activities down. Hopefully it’s over.
Are you ready for the January Contest? I still have some
equipment to fix and hope to be ready. The January contest
activity has been a lot lower in recent years and the Rochester grids, FN13, etc. have started to be “rare “as some stations have said this to me. Let’s get on and give distant and
local stations our grids on the bands. You do not have to
have a big contest station; even HT’s on FM can be copied
by other stations. The contest starts on 18 January, 1900
UTC and ends on 20 January, 0359 UTC. Be sure to submit your log to the ARRL. You can go to the ARRL site
for further information….
Continued….
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The Chairman Speaks!
Continued… The Solar Flux Index (SFI) has recently passed the 200 mark which usually means
some real good propagation. Watch for 6 meter band openings. Wouldn’t that be great during the
contest!
As all of you know, our Group will be hosting Microwave Update 2014 this fall. Our co-chairmen,
K2DH and K2OS, have recommended a venue to the Board of Directors who concur with the recommendation.
The dates of the conferences are:
Tour of the AWA Museum planned for
The location will be:

October 24-26, 2014
October 23.
The Marriott Inn Airport,
1890 Ridge Road West,
Rochester, NY 14615

Very soon, things will be set up to take advance registration at the hotel and for the conference, details to follow as soon as a few loose ends are tied up.
Several Groupers have been working hard on new or updating their EME stations:


WB2BYP has updated his dish to improve his low pointing angle.



K2DH has installed 4 Yagi’s on 432 MHz with a solid state 1 KW PA.



K2TER is updating his rover to accommodate 4 Yagi’s on 432 MHz and a new 1 KW
solid state PA.



Myself, I am working on wiring the control circuits for the azimuth and elevation motors
on my 12 ft. dish for 1296 MHz

Pictures of these activities are included in the Journal.
Are there any Groupers that have a pet project that they want to tell the Group about? Tell us about
them. Also, remember that there is a plethora of technical expertise in the greater Rochester area that
can help you solve difficult problems.
It looks like our winter will be testing how robust our antenna installations are.
Also, try to bring a guest to the meeting.
W2CNS Bob Nezelek

Secretary Report
Freddie Sulyma, WB2GFZ

Rochester VHF Group Meeting Minutes for 13 December 2013
The meeting was called to order at 1938L by Bob (W2CNS). Bob welcomed everybody and
asked if there was a motion to accept the minutes from the last meeting as printed in the Journal.
Frank (K2OS) made the motion to accept and Tom (KV2X) seconded. W2CNS asked if there was a
motion to accept the Treasurer’s Report from the last meeting as printed in the Journal. KV2X made
the motion to accept and Frank (K2OS) seconded.
Attending:
K2TER, KV2X, AF2K, K2GAB, WB2BYP, W2CNS, WB2GFZ, AB2YI & K2OS.

Old Business:
MUD 2014 planning progress report. Frank (K2OS) & Dave (K2DH) have evaluated four locations (Hyatt Regency, Radisson Hotel, RIT Inn & Conf Center & Marriot Airport) for 2014’s MUD event.
The discussions narrowed down the venues to RIT Inn & Marriot Airport. Dave & Frank were to investigate the two sites and advise which would be most appropriate.
There were concerns not to schedule MUD 2014 on the same date of the NEARFest Hamfest
(in New Hampshire). The committee was to determine when the Hamfest was scheduled and schedule the MUD 2014 event so not to coincide.
The RVHFG/RDXA 6m Skimmer project status was highlighted by John (WB2BYP). John indicated that the Skimmer system move from his QTH to Jeff Ach’s QTH was rescheduled for this
spring.
Freddie (WB2GFZ) inquired about the Rochester VHF Group’s Domain name fee was coming
due. Bill (K2TER) indicated that he donated the dues for the Domain name that will be paid up into
the year 2016.
New Business:
Tom (KV2X) indicate that the Club’s website was receiving SPAM and the general thought is
that we just have to put up with it with no easy way to prevent its delivery.
The group discussed the options to encourage more activity at the Club’s website. Bob
(W2CNS) suggested that we periodically include a pictures of an operator’s shack and include pertinent information regarding the shack and the individual. It was also suggested that information be
kept current on the Club’s website.

Program:
John (WB2BYP) conducted the “Tune-Up” clinic and identified some HOT, not so hot and dead
amplifiers.

VHF Group
Treasurer’s Report
CHECKING/CASH ACCOUNT
Balance (as of 12/13/2013, Cash = $110.00, Checking = $1990.09)
Income:
Membership/Renewals:
Irv (AF2K) 12/30/13
Expenses:
Current Balance ($110.00 Cash, $2000.09 Checking):

Respectfully submitted,
Freddie Sulyma, WB2GFZ, Treasurer

$2100.09
$10.00

$00.00
$2110.09

WB2BYP Area 26 Antenna Updates
By John Stevens WB2BYP

Last year I procured a new hydraulic cylinder from Kanamak Hydraulics in KS, which
was significantly larger than the previous one. I have been concerned that the strength
of the main ram (approximately 1.3 inch diameter) was marginal for the installation.
The rod pushes against about 2000 lbs as the mount hinge plate opens, and although
normally constrained to only forces acting in-line with the rod, it worried me when deployed to the extension limit of 40” that a rogue wind might be able to deliver a force to
the dish that could buckle the rod. The other problem, was that 40 inches only allowed
the dish to view down to approximately 30 degrees from the horizon, which somewhat
limited the look angles of the antenna. The antenna normally stows in “birdbath” position straight up and tilts down from there. This limitation affects the common window to
Asia and Oceana (ZL and VK) to an hour or less. The solution was to commission
Kanamak to build a cylinder that was 4 inches in diameter with a 2.5 in ram and a
throw of 60 inches, This would allow secure tilting of the dish much lower, to the point
where view is only limited by tree-line to the west, or about 10 deg. Capability of the
cylinder is about 8000 lbs so there is about a 4:1 margin at worst case, but it also looks
more up to the task than the original.

Hefting the cylinder up into the dish when full of fluid was a challenge, as it weighed in over
200 lbs and was positioned awkwardly. A crane might have made the work easier in retrospect,
but it finally went in after a couple of tries over successive weekends, using a chain-fall to grasp
the cylinder from above and a bumper jack to gently shove things into alignment. The attachment plates to the face of the hinge plate and the trunnion bearing pieces that hold the cylinder
in place needed to be slotted where they attach to the main frame in order to fine adjust the position. A lesson learned here is to always slot holes in stuff this big as it never seems to land exactly where it should by calculation, and there is no file to fit. The plates in the rear are ½ in
steel.

The new cylinder has significantly more volume for the working fluid, and consequently
requires a larger reservoir volume. This has more or less topped out the available return side container, so an upgrade is going to be needed for the future. For now there
is enough in it to exercise the cylinder, but it needs some headroom. The new reservoir will have to wait for temperatures to get a little warmer.

I was able to tilt the dish over and experiment for a bit in December, at least to prove
out the ability to get to 10 degree elevation. A couple of images are attached. If curious for more detail, there are a series of images and detail drawings here:
http://www.storyavenue.com/dskelaz.htm
John WB2BYP

Two Views of W2CNS 12ft. Prime Focus type Dish after recent snow storm

K2DH’s 423 Solid State Amplifier

Classified Listings
None this month

Meeting Location

Spencerport Wesleyan Church on 2653 Nichols St. (actually Hwy. 31).
Directions from Rochester:
531W exit RT. to 259N
259N turn Rt. on 31E (first Rt. at traffic light)
Look for Spencerport Schools Bus Garage on left
Take first Rt. on Sheldon at A-framed church, park in rear lot.
Enter gray metal door under fire escape.

